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Abstract: The constant above-average unemployment rate of people with disabilities (PWD) and the failure of government measures to date indicate the need for companies to address this issue themselves. A reliable understanding of the effects and implications of employment of PWD and vocational rehabilitation for strategic corporate management is therefore required to specifically promote the integration of PWD into the labor market. This paper compares the impacts of the two concepts from a management perspective. A literature review was conducted to collect and analyze the state of research for similarities and differences regarding the categories government policies, corporate social responsibility (CSR), benefits and consequences for companies and business opportunities using a summary content analysis. The results suggest that the effects on companies and the resulting implications are identical, at least over a longer period. The employment of PWD, as well as vocational rehabilitation, can be a key to attracting customers with disabilities and thus allowing to enter new market segments.
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1. Introduction

There are persons with disabilities (PWD) who are not affected in their working life or at their workplace. However, there are impairments or handicaps that force people to switch jobs or occupations or to give up employment fully [1]. It is estimated that in each country 10 to 20 percent of the population is affected by disabilities [2]. Despite all efforts (e.g., legal provisions, anti-discrimination, equal treatment), PWD continues to be affected by unemployment to an above-average extent [3]. At the same time, the PWD segment is a mostly untapped market for products and services [2] as well as an enormous untapped workforce potential [4]. If companies want to exploit this potential and be successful in this market segment, this requires, as in any other segment, a clear understanding of the needs of the market. Only if customer needs are met effectively, profitably and better than by competitors, a genuine competitive advantage can be created [5]. A commitment to vocational rehabilitation and employment of PWD can help develop a better understanding of the needs and concerns of customers with disabilities [6]. So far companies seem to ignore the potential of PWD as customers and as employees [7], although there is some empirical evidence that PWD employment can bring many benefits to companies [8].

Vocational rehabilitation can be understood as a variant of PWD employment. However, it differs from the employment of PWD in several respects. For example, it can be assumed that a person with a disability knows what adjustments are required at the workplace or what aids are needed and how to optimally use them.

In the context of vocational rehabilitation, performance must first be trained and tested, which takes some time due to the adaption of the work process, required aids and testing the optimal adjustments to the workplace. The employment of PWD as an actual employment relationship tends to be long-term, whereas vocational rehabilitation in companies represents a limited period of several months.

This article aims to briefly present and compare the current state of research on the effects of PWD employment and vocational rehabilitation on companies. This article shows the similarities and differences between the two concepts and derives findings for strategic corporate management.

1.1 Employment of PWD

The integration of PWD in the company must be understood as a standardized process aimed at promoting employment under the same conditions as other employees [9]. PWD cannot simply be equated with other disadvantaged groups as part of "diversity". Diversity management approaches seem to be too limited and cannot promote equality and equal opportunities for PWD [10]. The main element of proactive employment of PWD and their integration into the company is the reduction of mental and physical barriers within the company [11]. A company's commitment to PWD employment can already significantly reduce barriers [12]. In principle, PWD employment is about adapting each job individually to the needs of PWD and the business context [3]. Individual adjustments to the workplace and working environment according to the disability [12] or individual aids are therefore often necessary [3]. However, adjustments to the job profile [12] or the general conditions may also be necessary. It includes the need for irregular, adapted or flexible working hours or the possibility of telecommuting [13]. PWD face wide-ranging barriers in recruitment and employment [3]. To increase the number of PWD, companies should take disabilities already into account when recruiting [14]. The procedures and techniques of job interviews should be reviewed to determine to what extent they limit the applicant's ability to demonstrate the required qualifications [3].
The employment of PWD and therefore the use of the potential of PWD as a workforce requires open-minded companies that are prepared to reduce mental and physical barriers in the company.

1.2 Vocational Rehabilitation

After an accident or serious illness, the return to work can become difficult or even impossible due to long incapacity to work or permanent restrictions. In this case, vocational rehabilitation [15] takes place in parallel or after medical rehabilitation. Vocational rehabilitation enables persons with a temporary, impending or permanent disability to access, return to or remain in a job [16].

The vocational rehabilitation insurers accompany the person concerned in this process and cooperate with companies and specialized institutions (e.g., sheltered workshops, social enterprises for work integration, employment support). The inclusion of companies is the most efficient and effective option in vocational rehabilitation [15]. Often, however, there are no suitable alternatives with the previous employer and the person concerned is dependent on being given a chance despite possible impairments in another company.

The insurance carriers provide a full range of employment and training services for PWD seeking jobs and for companies seeking workers [17]. This may also include additional measures such as vocational assessment, vocational reorientation, retraining, counseling, workplace guidance and counseling, ergonomic adjustments at the workplace, functional recovery programs as well as psychosocial interventions and other forms of preparation for the return to work [18]. These vocational rehabilitation interventions are applied almost identically to people with congenital or developmental disabilities who want to enter the labor market for the first time [15], but also to PWD who return to work or change jobs after a long absence.

When companies become involved in vocational rehabilitation, they are faced with a tension between assuming social responsibility and fulfilling their operational goals [19].

2. Methods

The research was conducted by searching the databases Web of Science and SCOPUS for published literature since 2000 in the subject areas of business, economics, and management using the following keywords: vocational rehabilitation, occupational rehabilitation, return-to-work, disability management, and employment of persons with disabilities. Additionally, the reference lists of all previously selected articles were checked to find further studies. The titles, abstracts, and keywords of papers were scanned to identify papers related to vocational rehabilitation and employment of persons with disabilities. For the in-depth analysis, English articles published in peer-reviewed journals, conference proceedings or books describing the business management aspects of the topic were selected.

The selected literature was evaluated regarding explicit similarities and differences using a deductive content analysis [20]. The coding was carried out according to the following categories: government policies, CSR, benefits and consequences for companies, and business opportunities. In the case of multiple references, the most recent source was cited.

3. State of Research

The knowledge of vocational rehabilitation is relevant for the employment of PWD [6]. However, the effects of vocational rehabilitation [21] and the employment of PWD have hardly been investigated from an organizational management perspective [6].

Lindsay et al. (2018) have compiled the advantages and effects of PWD employment mentioned in various studies in extensive systematic literature analysis. A total of 6,176 studies from the last two decades were examined. Of these, only 39 studies could be identified which dealt at least partially with the advantages and effects on companies employing PWD [8].

There are a few studies regarding the effects of vocational rehabilitation on companies which in principle all concentrate on the same few familiar aspects [22]. For example, various studies show that vocational rehabilitation reduces disability rates and overall health costs [23]. Nevertheless, due to the wide variety of disabilities and intervention possibilities, it is almost impossible to determine cost-effectiveness or cost benefits accurately [22]. Accordingly, no international consensus has yet been reached on the methodology of vocational rehabilitation as well as its effectiveness and efficiency [24]. CSR literature has also paid little attention to both vocational rehabilitation and the employment of PWD [25].

There is no comprehensive understanding of how the employment of PWD or vocational rehabilitation affects companies. There is a lack of in-depth analysis and knowledge on how competitive advantages can be derived and the implications for strategic corporate management.

4. Results

The results of the deductive content analysis are described below according to the coded categories: government policies, CSR, benefits and consequences for companies, and business opportunities.

4.1 Government Policies

Legislation alone is insufficient for the economic integration of PWD. Companies rarely implement legal directives and guidelines and do not claim government support [26]. The same applies to vocational rehabilitation. In addition, cooperation between insurers and companies is often inadequate and hampered by general problems [27]. In most countries, PWD employment and vocational rehabilitation are exclusively voluntary social commitments on the part of companies. Nevertheless, in
many countries, the political aim is to reduce the number of recipients of disability pensions, primarily by increasing the eligibility criteria. Therefore, vocational rehabilitation will become even more strategically important for insurance providers and in politics. The need for companies that carry out vocational rehabilitation and are open and positive towards PWD will become even greater [4].

4.2 CSR
The promotion of PWD employment and vocational rehabilitation serves as an added value for a company's social responsibility program. On the one hand, the commitment serves society and the company is regarded as a good "corporate citizen". On the other hand, it creates a positive image and makes disability-friendly values explicit in the workplace [28].

The constant above-average unemployment rate of PWD and the failure of government measures indicate the need for companies to address this issue in the context of CSR [25].

Occupational safety and health is already an important and central element of CSR which is taken into account in all CSR tools and instruments. However, if an employee becomes ill or has an accident and subsequently needs support in returning to work or vocational rehabilitation, this is rarely part of the CSR strategy [29]. The employment of PWD is also rarely part of the CSR strategy in business practice [30].

The employment of PWD and vocational rehabilitation are an essential element of social responsibility towards the employees and towards society [29].

4.3 Benefits and Consequences for Companies
The employment of PWD can bring various advantages for companies, such as employee loyalty and motivation, company image, various customers, customer loyalty and satisfaction, innovation, productivity, work ethic, safety, inclusive work culture [8]. Additionally, personnel costs can be reduced by exploiting state subsidies or tax benefits [30].

Vocational rehabilitation can bring advantages to companies. These advantages can be divided into three categories: Increasing productivity, reducing personnel costs and maintaining the return on human capital. The faster an impaired employee can return to work, the less disruption will be caused in the work processes. If an affected employee can be retained in the company, the fluctuation rate decreases and therefore also the personnel costs (e.g., recruitment, selection, employment and training of a replacement employee). Losing an employee due to illness or accident reduces the "return-on-investment" in the employee's previous investment in formal and practical training [31]. Overall, vocational rehabilitation makes a positive contribution to the success of the company [21].

After successful vocational rehabilitation, affected employees are above-average committed and loyal [31]. A positive social reaction to disability in the workplace reduces the stigma and threat of job loss associated with it. Employees who learn how the company cares for sick or injured colleagues seem to have better resilience. Studies also indicate that the existence of disability management or vocational rehabilitation program in a company is associated with fewer work-related burnout cases and an improved corporate culture as well as a positive influence on the job satisfaction of the affected persons and their colleagues [32]. Vocational rehabilitation offers a great opportunity of recruiting and retaining employees [29].

Employment of PWD brings similar advantages. PWD are very loyal employees and change jobs less often, thus reducing staff turnover in the company. PWD are very dedicated employees and have higher productivity in comparison. PWD are an integral part of a diverse workforce [33]. Also, the employment of PWD seems to increase psychological safety at work, which can lead to a higher motivation of all employees, less staff turnover, higher overall profitability and accordingly to a competitive advantage [34].

The employment of PWD offers companies a competitive advantage in the form of a source of qualified, committed and loyal employees [35]. This untapped pool of applicants can also be a solution to a future shortage of skilled workers [36]. Moreover, the integration of PWD into the company improves the corporate culture and strengthens the employer brand [37]. There are also benefits to be gained from CSR, particularly through an improved corporate image [38].

The benefits seem to outweigh the costs in both PWD employment and vocational rehabilitation.

4.4 Business Opportunities
Companies should respond to the needs of customers with disabilities, as they may need specially designed products and services to be able to benefit from the offer [39]. A company can develop a comprehensive understanding of the needs and concerns of customers with disabilities through a commitment to vocational rehabilitation or the employment of PWD [6]. This commitment can increase awareness of disability among employees [8], which in turn promotes innovation [36] and the development of "designed-for-all" products and services [38]. Additionally, employment of PWD is in itself an opportunity to attract and retain socially responsible customers and customers with disabilities [8].

The employment of PWD and vocational rehabilitation can minimize social and health costs for society in the long term and secure the professional future of those affected. Companies that commit themselves can generate an actual "shared value" since the prosperity of society is increased which will benefit the company in return [29].
5. Conclusion
The analysis of the state of research leads to the conclusion that the effects on companies by the employment of PWD and vocational rehabilitation are identical, at least when observed over a longer period.

Hence, the employment of PWD, as well as the vocational rehabilitation, allows a company to benefit from the resulting multiple advantages. Further, the resulting sensitivity to disability allows companies to develop products and services for PWD, which could open up new market segments.

From a business point of view, both concepts have hardly been researched. There is still a need for research into a solid understanding of the effects on companies and the implications for strategic corporate management. Only then can the employment of PWD and vocational rehabilitation be specifically promoted by companies themselves.
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